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were to run the various working-class movements. Hitherto such
men had been thrown to the top among their fellows, and after
getting there had to pick up their knowledge and ideas as best
they might. To interpose a period of residential study, even if
only for six months or a year, seemed a plan sufficiently practical
for a number of trade unions to subscribe to it. In the sequel it
had rather unexpected results. Till then it had been usual for
trade-union leaders to begin as extremists and gradually to be
moderated by the contact with facts which responsible leader-
ship entailed. Now, instead of that contact, they were thrown
into a company of able young extremists like themselves for
periods which, while often too short for serious study, were
long enough to heat hot iron hotter. The consequence was the
formation among them in 1908 of the Plebs League to urge
'independent working-class education on Marxian lines'; and
in 1909 a secession from Ruskin College to a 'Central Labour
College5 in London, which was supported by certain unions,
notably the South Wales Miners' Federation and the Amal-
gamated Society of Railway Servants. Thenumberof individuals
concerned in all this was not large; but as they were budding
leaders, the effect on British trade-unionism was considerable.
Plebs men were prominent in some of the 1911-12 strikes, and
the trend towards syndicalism owed a great deal to them.
An interesting and little-known feature of this period was a
revolution in the design of school buildings. From 1885 a design
then evolved had become stereotyped. Its leading idea was that
of a central hall, off which the class-rooms (usually with glass
doors) radiated; this gave concentration and facilitated super-
vision. In modern practice it has been completely superseded.
The idea that replaced it is that of 'an open spread-out line
of class-rooms approached by corridors or open verandahs
arranged to let the maximum amount of sunlight and fresh air
into every part of the building5.1 This was no impersonal or un-
purposed discovery. Its features originated with Dr. George
Reid, a leading authority on public health, who was medical
officer for Staffordshire and based them on his hospital experi-
ence. But they might not have gone beyond a few experimental
Staffordshire schools, if they had not been taken up and brilliantly
developed by G. H. Widdows, architect to the adjoining educa-
tion committee of Derbyshire, who applied them with great
1 Sir Felix Clay, Modern School Buildings (1929 cd.), p. 3; cp. p. 27.

